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Abstract
Background: The biggest problem in an aging society is the development of degenerative brain disease in the elderly. Neurodegenerative
brain disease can cause cognitive dysfunction and rapidly increase the prevalence of dementia and Parkinson's disease, posing a huge
economic and social burden on the elderly. A computerized cognitive rehabilitation training system has been developed to prevent and
train cognitive dysfunction, showing various clinical effects. However, few studies have analyzed components of contents such as
memory and concentration training. In this study, the clinical effects and characteristics of the color, number and words elements were
analyzed by subdividing the memory and concentration contents into elements, di�culty, and training methods.

Methods: Using a total of eight contents developed based on neuropsychology, 24 normal subjects with an average age of 60.58 ± 3.96
years were conducted 3 times a week, and training was received for 30 to 45 minutes per session. To determine the training effect,
MMSE-K, an evaluation tool most closely related to cognitive therapy, was used. The number of errors and problem solving time used in
the analysis were dataized by measuring the number of incorrect answers selected by the subject and the time spent solving the
problem, respectively. Using t-test, the signi�cance of different between before and after training was determined. Correlation between
the number of errors and problem-solving time by week was determined using a trend line. All experimental procedures and evaluations
were conducted after obtaining IRB approval from Dongguk University Ilsan Hospital (DUIH2020-07-001).

Results: The subjects' MMSE-K scores were 27.88 ± 1.70 points before intervention to 28.63 ± 1.69 points after three weeks of
intervention. In each subdivided component, color element showed an effect of improving complex di�culty, number element had the
most effective training effect, and word element had a predictive effect on cognitive decline.

Conclusions: A detailed analysis results of the components used in a computerized cognitive rehabilitation training system will help
develop degenerative brain disease contents to be developed later, and is expected to contribute to a prevention-oriented medical
paradigm

1. Background
Medical is a word with a broad meaning to improve people's quality of life, such as maintaining, recovering, and promoting health. The
actual activity of medicine is called medical practice or medical action. The related technology has been recognized as medical
technology. In the past, medical care had a strong perception of treating patients because they received medical treatment after
symptoms appeared. For this reason, activities and technology development for treatment have progressed naturally. Advances in
medical care have extended the lifespan of old persons and led the world's population to an aging society in conjunction with various
causes such as a decrease in fertility rate and changes in global economy [1-3]. The increase in older persons has made it necessary for
more �nancial support for medical activities. The time and amount used for treating them have exploded. According to social and
economic necessity, various changes began to occur at the national level to optimize the cost of increasing medical expenses [4]. In
other words, the perception of medicine began to change from treatment to prediction, prevention, and health management. 

The biggest problem in an aging society is the occurrence of acquired abnormalities in the aging population. Older persons are at
increasingly risk of diseases as the prevalence of various chronic diseases and brain diseases increases [5]. Among them,
neurodegenerative brain disease imposes a huge economic and social burden on individuals because it requires high cost and long-term
treatment [6-7]. If neurodegenerative brain disease progresses due to various causes, cognitive impairment can result from abnormal
loss of function of the nervous system or certain brain regions. Cognitive impairment refers to memory impairment, concentration
impairment, and de�cits in perceptual function. The prevalence of dementia, Parkinson's disease, and depression is 5 to 10 times higher
in patients with mild cognitive impairment than in general older persons [8-9]. 

As an index for predicting neurodegenerative brain disease, decline in cognitive function is evaluated [10]. Methods to evaluate cognitive
function are divided into neurophysiology using bio-signals and neuropsychology using comprehensive paper tests. Among them, the
neuropsychological method, which has each evaluation method by subdividing cognitive function, has been standardized. This method
is recognized as a valid evaluation based on various research results[11-13]. As a method of training cognitive function, various system
training methods are used. Among them, the RehaCom system and CoTras system, which use computerized cognitive rehabilitation
training (CCRT) methods, are the most used computerized training system. CCRT-system is a training program developed with the goal
of improving cognitive functions such as memory, attention, concentration, and perceptual ability using a computer [14-15]. Also,
training programs that can be used at home through a mobile CCRT-system using portable devices are being developed. Various training
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contents for training programs are also being developed. Various studies have been conducted on clinical effects of these CCRT-system
on cognitive improvement in patients with brain injury, stroke, and multiple sclerosis and in old persons [16-21]. 

However, although various studies exist to con�rm the clinical training effect of the CCRT-system, there have been very few studies that
subdivided the program into elements of color, number and word, di�culty, and training methods to con�rm clinical features and effects.
In this study, a total of eight contents for memory and concentration training that can be used in CCRT-system were developed. By
subdividing the components of the developed CCRT system, the clinical effects and characteristics of the cognitive rehabilitation
training effects of each element are presented. These components were subdivided into content elements, di�culty, correct answer
selection method, problem presentation method, and training method. 

The results of this study are expected to be helpful in the development of cognitive rehabilitation training contents that can be used in
the CCRT-system and various mobile devices. It is also expected to reduce the prevalence of neurodegenerative brain disease due to
aging. Finally, It provides a basis and contributes to a medical paradigm centered on prediction and prevention.

2. Methods

2-1 Contents design and setting
Contents used in this study were developed based on neuropsychology. Neuropsychology is a �eld that studies the relationship between
brain regions and functions. Brain function is assessed using a variety of neuropsychology testing methods, including comprehensive
intelligence, attention, memory, and language tests. The results are then analyzed to determine impairment of brain function.
Accordingly, the developed contents were subdivided to enable cognitive rehabilitation training and brain health evaluation. It is expected
that research results that can prevent and predict brain diseases can be obtained through these contents[22-23]. 

For the �rst time, we subdivided components that made up the contents of memory and concentration (Table 1). In order to specify the
brain region, each element of these contents was subdivided into words, numbers, and color (Item 1 of Table 1). Words and language are
recognized in Wernicke's area in the temporal lobe. The medial temporal lobe is responsible for declarative memory. The occipital lobe
that is located in the visual cortex and ventral pathway connected to the temporal lobe processes and remembers color information
while comparing existing color information with new color information. The parietal lobe connected to the dorsal pathway of the
occipital lobe controls the integration of somatic sensory information such as touch, spatial function, and calculation to recognize
numbers [24-26].  

In di�culty, we included complexity to increase the number of errors (NOE) and problem solving time. A complication can be described
as a kind of cluster. Contents with low di�culty are provided with clearly clustered words such as fruits and animals as a problem.
Words that are not clustered are provided as those with higher di�culty. Also, the higher the di�culty, the greater the amount and length
of the problems offered. As a result, the number of problems the subject must memorize and solve increases. (Item 2 of Table 1). 

Next, the frontal lobe controls and processes information coming from other lobes, so the training method was subdivided in terms of
information recognition and processing[27].  Because the subject should recognize and solve the problem of contents, the method of
recognizing the problem (called RP-method) and the method of solving the problem (called SP-method) were subdivided. Sequential
problem presentation method (sequential-RP), which sequentially shows problems one by one, and simultaneous problem presentation
method (simultaneous-RP) for recognizing the problem by showing the problem at the same time, are used in the RP-method. In
addition, the SP-method is divided into a sequential answer selection method (sequential-SP) in which correct answers are selected in
the same order as the problem is presented and a random answer selection method (random-SP) in which correct answers are selected
regardless of the order (Items 3 and 4 of Table 1). Finally, when selecting an incorrect answer, contents were developed by dividing the
method of training repeatedly and the method of non-repetitive training (Item 5 of Table 1). 

Table 1

Components and training methods by training contents
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program item 1 item 2 item 3 item 4 item 5

Contents Element di�culty presentation method selection method training method

word 

memory

word complication sequential random  repeat

number memory number length simultaneous sequential  repeat

color 

memory

color length sequential sequential  repeat

word-picture memory word-picture matching length sequential random  repeat

word concentration word amount simultaneous random  non

repeat

number

concentration

number mental arithmetic simultaneous sequential  non

repeat

color

concentration

word-color amount simultaneous random  non

repeat

scene 

concentration

scene complication simultaneous random  non

repeat

2-2 Content computerization design and setting
The word memory content sequentially shows a total of 5 random words from a cluster corresponding to fruit, animal, house, and
landscape according to di�culty. Subjects remember a words and randomly clicked a button with the same word written on it (Fig. 1A).
The number memory content shows a text with 2 to 6 numbers listed according to di�culty. Subjects remembered the number and
clicked the numbered button in the order in which these numbers were listed (Fig. 1B). The color memory content sequentially shows
images in which 1 to 5 colors are expressed according to di�culty. The subjects remembered the color and clicked the buttons of the
same color in the order listed (Fig. 1C). The word-picture memory content sequentially shows 2-4 random words to the subject according
to di�culty. Subjects remembered the presented words and randomly clicked a button with an image identical to the word (Fig. 1D). 

The word concentration content must randomly select appropriate words from similar words such as N and M, T and Y. The amount of
objects to be compared increases according to the di�culty (Fig. 1E). The number concentration content must select numbers in an
ascending order. The size value of the object to be compared varies according to the di�culty. For example, rather than sequential
values such as 1, 2, 3, non-sequential values such as 1, 4, 8 should be selected sequentially in an ascending order (Fig. 1F). For color
concentration content, the correct answer is randomly selected by clicking the button whose background color. The written word color is
the same (Fig. 1G). Finally, scene concentration content presents a speci�c scene to the subjects and the subjects randomly select an
image that does not exist. The complication of images included in a scene increases with di�culty (Fig. 1H). 

2-3 Study design and setting
The clinical evaluation design used in this study is shown in Figure 2. The evaluation was conducted after obtaining Institutional Review
Board approval from Dongguk University Ilsan Hospital (DUIH2020-07-001). Since all subjects were trained with the same developed
contents, the clinical study design was set up as a single group. In order to investigate the function and effect of contents, adult men
and women over 55 years of age were designated as study subjects. Those with cognitive, physical, and behavioral disorders that would
make it di�cult to use the program were excluded through screening evaluation [28]. MMSE-K, an evaluation tool most closely related to
cognitive rehabilitation training, was selected as an effectiveness evaluation tool to check the screening evaluation for subject
recruitment and the training effect of the developed content. Training was conducted once a week for 30 to 45 minutes for 3 weeks. All
processes were conducted with the investigator subjects to conduct training and provide assistance.
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In the personal information survey, gender, educational background, medical history, and cognitive rehabilitation treatments were
evaluated. Before proceeding with concentration and memory training, the orientation problem was preceded to familiarize basic
movements and training methods. After orientation, concentration, and memory training, subjects �lled out questionnaires on user
satisfaction, time satisfaction, comprehension, and di�culty and the investigator evaluated the subject's training accuracy and training
time.  

2-4 Subject design and setting
Screening evaluation was conducted according to the study design. Cognitive training test results were obtained for 24 subjects,
excluding 1 who dropped out (a total of 25 subjects) (Fig. 3). As a result of analyzing sex and age of subjects using the personal
information survey, 7 (29.2%) males and 17 (70.8%) females of these 24 subjects participated. The average age of these 24 subjects
was 60.58 ± 3.96 years old. Subjects received education at 16.7% college level (dropout or graduation), 50% high school level (dropout or
graduation), 25%middle school level (dropout or graduation), and 8.3% others. As for medical history, 13 (54.1%) subjects had no
medical history, 7 (29.2%) subjects had diabetes and hypertension, and 4 (16.7%) subjects had hyperlipidemia and esophagitis. There
was no disease that could directly affect cognitive function in all subjects. However, diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia are
classi�ed as risk factors for brain disease. Thus, it is expected that the prevention effect can be con�rmed according to the evaluation.
Finally, 22 subjects (91.7%) had no experience in cognitive training and among those who experienced cognitive training, paper therapy
and computer therapy were experienced by one each. 

2-4 Data analysis design and setting
For the reliability of the evaluation paper used for the test subject, the Cronbach's alpha coe�cient, the reliability coe�cient of the
respondent for various items at a �xed time, was used. The score of the evaluation paper was analyzed as average score, standard
deviation, and percentage for items using a Likert scale. To record training accuracy and training time, the investigator recorded the
number of incorrect answers selected by the subject and the training start and end times for each content during training. 

All measured data were extracted by the investigator and recorded and entered into the data entry form. These extracted data were
rearranged by week to observe the subject's changes in the weekly training process. Results values are presented as a percentage of the
corresponding response/total response. T-test was used to compare data and con�rm the signi�cance of changes in incorrect answers
and problem-solving time between before and after using cognitive training contents. The correlation between incorrect answers and
time by week was determined using a trend line. After that, the correlation between incorrect answers and time was determined in weekly
concentration and memory training. Clinical effects and characteristics were then determined according to subdivided parameters.

3. Results

3-1 MMSE-K evaluation
Before the subdivided parameter analysis of contents, MMSE-K values before and after training were compared to check the effect of
actual training. On the MMSE-K, the range of cognitive scores for normal individuals is usually 24-30. The subject's MMSE-K score
increased to 27.88 ± 1.70 before the developed content training and 28.63 ± 1.69 after 3 weeks of training. Therefore, it was con�rmed
that the developed 8 contents had cognitive rehabilitation effects even within the normal cognitive range (Table 2). 

Table 2

Changes in MMSE-K values before and after the training program

Subjects (n = 24)

MMSE-K pre post Difference

Mean ± SD

p-value

27.88 ± 1.70 28.63 ± 1.69 0.75 ± 2.42 0.142
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3-2 Satisfaction evaluation
Evaluation scores of subjects’ program satisfaction survey questionnaires were analyzed (Table 3). The maximum score per item is 20
points. User satisfaction, time satisfaction, comprehension, and di�culty of evaluation items mean how to use and its convenience,
preparation time and correct answer selection time, problem interpretation such as words and pictures, and di�culty according to time,
respectively. In the evaluation, scores were decreased for all items corresponding to memory training. This means that the training
method in which the problem is repeated when selecting the wrong answer according to item 5 of Table 1 can greatly reduce the
satisfaction of contents.

Table 3

 Program satisfaction survey questionnaire evaluation score

by week User 

Satisfaction

time Satisfaction understanding di�culty

concentration memory concentration memory concentration memory concentration memory

1 week 16.17 18.33 15.29 16.88 15.63 17.17 15.17 17.17

2 week 15.46 16.88 15.68 16.13 16.04 16.38 16.00 16.83

3 week 17.08 17.00 16.46 15.42 17.67 16.42 17.17 15.67

Mean

score

16.236 17.40 15.81 16.14 16.44 16.65 16.11 16.55

changed
score

0.91 -1.33 1.17 -1.46 2.04 -0.75 2 -1.5

 3-3 Effective contents training time
Next, the relationship between NOE and solving time by week of all training was analyzed. As a result of the t-test, the NOE and solving
time in 1 week were 0.60±1.08 NOE, 31±17.05 seconds, comparison values in 2 week were 0.49±0.74 NOE, and 29.58±17.51 seconds,
indicating P>0.05. However, the comparative values in 3 week were 0.35±0.51 NOE, and 24.72±12.13 seconds showed P<0.05, so in
order to obtain the effectiveness of training clearly, at least 3 weeks of training time should be taken. In addition, by analyzing the trend
line displayed according to the number of errors in week 1 and week 3, it was con�rmed that effective training is possible when the
con�guration time for each di�culty is within 45 seconds(�g 4 B). 

3-4 Difference according to how to choose a problem
The NOE and problem solving time relationship was analyzed by dividing concentration and memory contents. However, because we
could not �nd any clear difference in concentration or memory content, we reclassi�ed data according to item 4 in Table 1 to analyze the
relationship between NOE and problem solving time(Fig. 5). It had different characteristics that compared A) in Fig. 5, which used
random-SP, and B) in Fig. 5, which used sequential-SP. Accordingly, in order to con�rm the training effect by week, the content was
rearranged as a weekly error time graph and shown as C) and D) in Fig. 5. 

As a result of the analysis of how to choose the problem, the following training effects were demonstrated. training contents using
random-SP shortened the problem-solving time after the weekly training while training contents using sequential-SP reduced incorrect
answer rate for the same time zone after the weekly training. 

3-5 Difference according to how to present a problem
In addition to the method of selecting the correct answer in training, the method of presenting the problem is also a component (Table 1,
item 3). For the �rst time, we compared contents using different problem presentation methods among contents using random-SP (Fig.
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6). As shown in results of 3-4 above, random-SP shows the tendency of training effect to reduce the problem solving time. However, in
the content using sequential-RP (Fig. 6C, 6D), the decrease width in problem-solving time receded compared to other content, while the
NOE showed a tendency to increase. 

Additionally, among contents using sequential-SP, contents using different problem presentation methods were compared (Fig. 7).
Sequential-SP Shows the trend of the training effect to reduce the number of incorrect answers. Unlike other contents using
simultaneous-RP, when sequential-RP was used (Fig. 7 A), the NOE and solving time increased at 2 weeks. According to these results,
sequential-RP of RP-method in development of content had a greater in�uence on subjects than SP-method, which might have induced
an increase in NOE in the training process. 

3-6 Training effect by element and di�culty
Elements were compared based on contents with the most similar components. Figure 8 shows the training effect for each week
according to the di�culty setting of word, number, and color element used in content. It was con�rmed that the NOE and problem-
solving time gradually increased according to the complexity and length of the di�culty. When the initial di�culty and the �nal di�culty
were compared by week, the average number of errors and problem-solving time increased by 0.14 NOE and 12.74 seconds in word
memory, 0.31 NOE and 8.03 seconds in number memory, and 1.89 NOE and 31.42 seconds in color memory. 

Next, the total NOE and problem-solving time by week were compared. In the 1 week and 3 week of the word memory, there was no
change in the average error rate from 0.05 to 0.05 NOE, while the average problem-solving time decreased from 32.21 to 29.82 seconds.
In number memory content, average error rate decreased from 0.23 to 0.14 NOE and average problem-solving time decreased from 18.85
to 15.39 seconds. In color memory content, average error rate decreased from 0.80 to 0.74 NOE and average problem-solving time
decreased from 25.00 to 22.00 seconds. 

In addition, as shown in Figure 9, in the word concentration and number concentration contents using the di�culty of amount and
mental arithmetic, the NOE and solving time were increased while weekly. In the word concentration, average NOE and solving time for
word concentration decreased from 0.30 to 0.21 NOE and from 36.34 to 28.19 seconds and in the number concentration, average error
rate decreased from 3.58 to 1.83 NOE and average problem solving time decreased from 36.34 to 28.17 seconds. 

Through these results, several characteristics could be con�rmed. First, di�culty such as complication, length, amount, and mental
arithmetic used in content development can increases the processing process and time of problem solving. Second, the incorrect answer
rate for each element was high in the order of color, number, and word and the solving time was higher in the order of color, word, and
number. Accordingly, content including color element may be classi�ed as high di�culty. Third, the number element had the slightest
solving time and the highest weekly incorrect answer reduction rate (Fig. 8C, Fig. 9C). Contents including numeric elements were judged
to be effective as short-term training. Finally, it was con�rmed that incorrect answer rate of word memory using word element was
signi�cantly lower than that of other elements. It was judged that the current test subjects had little di�culty in recognizing words.  

4. Conclusions
The increase in medical expenses, which is a side effect of the aging society caused by the increase in the aging population, has
provided us an opportunity to change from a treatment-oriented medical paradigm to a prevention-oriented medical paradigm that can
manage patients and older persons at a much lower cost than treatment costs. Accordingly, various countries are making efforts to
prevent and predict degenerative brain diseases known to have a high economic and social burden. Degenerative brain disease is known
to be caused by genetic and environmental problems and neurodegeneration that can damage normal cells with aging, thus greatly
increasing the prevalence of various degenerative brain diseases such as Alzheimer's, Parkinson's, and multiple sclerosis [29].
Degenerative brain disease causes cognitive impairment, a neurological complication that impairs intellectual functions such as
memory, concentration, judgment, and language skills. Cognitive impairment can cause various de�cits in neuropsychological function
in the initial mild state, eventually leading to severe cognitive impairment [30]. In this study, a total of 8 training contents were developed
based on neuropsychology to prevent cognitive decline. Their clinical effects and changes were derived by subdividing components to
classify brain regions. 

Through MMSE-K, the cognitive rehabilitation training effect of a total of 8 training contents was con�rmed. As a cognitive function test,
the MMSE-K, revised according to the characteristics of Korean society, has been proven the validity of attention, computational power,
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language, memory registration and memory recall, and visual composition evaluation methods[31]. In this study, through training
conducted on 24 subjects aged 60.58 ± 3.96 years for 3 weeks, the initial score was 27.88 ± 1.70. It was changed to 28.63 ± 1.69,
showing an increase of 0.75 ± 2.42. In previous studies, cognitive rehabilitation and control training were conducted for about 9 weeks
for 15.95 ± 6.46 subjects with an average age of 73.70 ± 3.72 years. The initial subject's MMSE score was 22.19 ± 2.5. However, the
difference in MMSE after training was 0.10, which showed an insigni�cant training effect [32]. In other words, it is judged that the
computerized training program proposed in this study to prevent cognitive decline will have a greater expected effect if it is used for the
normal elderly population rather than for the mild patient group. Based on these results, the computerized cognitive rehabilitation
training programis expected to be used as a method to prevent aging and functional deterioration of cranial nerves, rather than treating
already damaged cranial nerves [33]. 

The main purpose of segmented contents is to represent regions of the brain. The brain has one large mass of cells. The brain
maintains various physical coordination and homeostasis. It is responsible for functions necessary for life activities. It is also
responsible for cognition, emotion, memory, and learning. The brain is largely divided into three parts: cerebrum, cerebellum, and
brainstem. The cerebrum is the center of mental activity. The outer layer of the cerebrum is composed of four lobes. In this study,
language, number, color, and training method were designated as the temporal lobe, parietal lobe, occipital lobe, and frontal lobe,
respectively. Accordingly, this study focused on brain atrophy and functional decline that would occur during natural aging [34]. Atrophy,
the most common aging process in the brain, represents morphological changes due to a decrease in brain volume. It is very di�cult to
�nd atrophic patterns in the brain. However, brain atrophy can be predicted based on a decrease in various functions responsible for
speci�c brain regions[35]. 

The developed content included each element with words, numbers, and colors. The error rate increased in the order of words, numbers,
and colors according to training results. These results were expected to have a speci�c relationship in the temporal lobe, parietal lobe,
and occipital lobe through segmentation of brain regions. The local gyri�cation index, which determines cortical complexity, is known to
be a potential factor for predicting cognitive decline due to brain atrophy. In this study, the local gyri�cation index corresponding to each
brain region was analyzed. According to previous research papers, the local gyri�cation index is low in the order of the temporal lobe,
parietal lobe, and occipital lobe. In addition, the local gyri�cation index of the occipital lobe is 22% lower than that of the temporal lobe.
For this reason, the order of error rate is listed. It was judged that higher error rates occurred in color elements than in word and number
elements. Additionally, number concentration and memory content showed greater training effect than other trainings [36]. That is, it is
expected that nerve activation according to stimulation occurred signi�cantly in a state in which functions such as memorizing and
calculating numbers were deteriorated. 

Based on the relationship between the subdivided element and the local gyri�cation index, it was con�rmed that the element used for the
content directly or indirectly re�ected and affected the brain region. This study proposed the following �nal effects and characteristics
according to elements. Color recognition and memory in the occipital lobe, which has a low basic local gyri�cation index, might be
di�cult. However, since the occipital lobe has the temporal lobe in charge of words and the parietal lobe in charge of numbers with
pathways, it seems that the color element can be used in combination with one additional element. In other words, it will be possible to
develop and utilize more di�cult training contents. The number element is judged to be the most effective training element to be
performed in older persons. With aging, the existing functions and new learning functions of the parietal lobe are decreased compared to
those in young adults. These functions show a decrease in subjective experience [37]. Words and color elements are in the form of
presenting what they already know. However, numbers can suggest a variety of new problems through new combinations and
calculations. It was determined that existing known calculations and recognition methods could be utilized. 

Finally, it is expected that word elements can be used as a prediction of cognitive decline. The brain regions responsible for memory
include the medial temporal lobe, the frontal lobe, and the hippocampus. In this study, the role of the medial lateral lobe was
emphasized. The reason is that the medial temporal lobe is not the ultimate storage location for memories, it is a temporary storage
location[38]. That is, it was determined that the role of the medial temporal lobe would be large because word memory is a content that
solves problems using temporary memory. In word memory contents using words, the change in incorrect answer rate was insigni�cant
compared to other contents. For this reason, it is presumed that word learning using nameable objects observed and used in daily life
can stimulate the medial temporal lobe and affect the memory process and the processing of memory processes in the brain,
suggesting that they are functioning normally at the normal age of 60.58 ± 3.96 years. Finally, based on results of various studies in
which the function and volume of the medial temporal lobe are decreased in those with mild cognitive disorders such as Alzheimer's
disease [42-44], the occurrence and change of a large error rate of content using word element can to be utilized as a predictor of
degenerative brain disease. 
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Although there was a slight difference depending on the factors, the training effect also differed according to the method of choosing
the correct answer and the method of presenting the problem.  In this study, it was assumed that these training methods were related to
the prefrontal area. The frontal lobe regulates brain functions. It is an area involved in complex cognitive function-related processes
such as solving new problems. Also, the frontal lobe is associated with the memory of events and temporal sequences [45]. In this study,
events were set as a method of presenting problems at the same time and the temporal order was set as a method of presenting
sequential problems. In this study, the method of presenting sequential problems produced more errors. The method of presenting
sequential problems was judged to be related to the network function of the frontal lobe and it was con�rmed through various studies. 

A study on frontal lobe injury has been con�rmed that actual frontal lobe injury patients can perform routine memory tests normally [46].
However, it was con�rmed that there was a disability in the study focusing on the strategic process test using tactical aspects such as
the memory of temporal sequence [47-48]. Results of previous studies and the present study con�rmed that the problem presentation
method was related to the frontal lobe. It was judged that the strategic process function of subjects who were 60.58 ± 3.96 years old
was somewhat weakened. Finally, training using the sequential problem presentation method for frontal lobe activation requires at least
three weeks of training time and training using color elements can create a greater effect (Fig. 7A). 

Existing training and evaluation have used paper equipment. However, this study performed a computerized training program using
computers. Accordingly, the effect of using a computer and training device was additionally con�rmed. As older people lose
concentration and increase fatigue due to aging, the training time of the content used for training should be taken into account. The
gradual increase in the training effect by week and the sharp increase in the incorrect answer rate in the 3rd week decreased. That is, in
training using a computer and training device, a solution time of 45 seconds or more may cause a decrease in concentration and an
increase in fatigue. In addition, through the satisfaction survey, it was found that repeated training had an additional effect on incorrect
answers and concentration or fatigue since repeated training could decrease test subject's training satisfaction when an incorrect
answer was selected. 

However, this study has some limitations. First, the period of training was short. In a previous study, the cognitive rehabilitation training
and adjustment period lasted an average of 9 weeks. Accordingly, �nal results were presented when training and adjustment were
carried out and changes were completed. In this study, although the effect and speci�city of training were suggested, the �nal change
was not quanti�ed numerically. In addition, as shown in FIGS. 6C and 6D , a reduction effect after the increased error rate was not
con�rmed. Nevertheless, compared to the previous study, subjects who were younger than the previous study participated in this study.
Results con�rmed that cognitive function could be improved by 3 weeks of training for subjects with normal cognitive function, thereby
preventing cognitive decline. Second, the condition of the subject could not be maintained the same. The effect of training is expected to
vary depending on concentration and fatigue. However, in this study, physical or bio-signal data measurements other than verbal
con�rmation could not be used to check the condition of these subjects. Thus, the analysis was carried out by removing the occurrence
of serious errors through the process of Figure 4. 

In summary, this study analyzed clinical effects and characteristics of content elements that could help develop a computerized
instructional program for preventing cognitive decline in line with the prevention and prediction-centered medical paradigm. Through this
study, it is expected that customized content production will be possible using elements and training methods suitable for each
characteristic in the program used for degenerative brain disease prevention contents and devices developed in a variety of ways. It is
expected to be helpful in clinical research and planning. Results of this study are expected to contribute to the development of a
computerized cognitive rehabilitation training program that can predict and prevent degenerative brain diseases occurring in a rapidly
changing aging society, thereby contributing to a prevention-oriented medical paradigm.
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Figure 1

Developed Memory and concentration contents: A) Word memory, B) Number memory, C) Color memory, D) Word-picture memory, E)
Word concentration, F) Number concentration, G) Color concentration, H) Scene concentration.

Figure 2

Study design for training program evaluation.
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Figure 3

Screening evaluation and results for subject recruitment.
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Figure 4

Scatter plot and quadratic polynomial trendline for error-time relationship analysis, A) graph includes all training time and number of
errors, B) In the graph, the time for the number of errors in the 3 week to reverse the number of errors in the 1 week was calculated. After
that, errors that has time longer than 45 seconds was removed and rearranged.

Figure 5

Difference according to how to choose a problem. A) Content using a method of selecting the correct answer at random, B) Content
using a method of selecting the correct answer sequentially, C) Error-time relationship by week of content corresponding to graph A, D)
Error-time relationship by week of content corresponding to graph B.
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Figure 6

Comparison graph of solving time and errors of contents with different problem presentation methods among contents using random
answer selection method. A) Word memory, B) Color concentration, C) Word memory, D) Word-picture memory.

Figure 7

Comparison graph of solving time and errors of contents with different problem presentation methods among contents using
sequentially answer selection method. A) Color memory, B) Number concentration, C) Number memory.
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Figure 8

Incorrect answer rate and problem-solving time according to element and di�culty setting of memory training. A) and B) are word
content, C) and D) are number content, E) and F) are color content.
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Figure 9

Incorrect answer and problem-solving time according to elements and di�culty setting of concentration training. A) and B) are word
content, C) and D) are number content.


